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In a disadvantaged school, a newspaper with an
unbPased -policy of focusing on the school's conditions, problems,
activities, and other information relevant to the students' interest
011 'help to build the students' sense of self-respect, bride, and
narticipation in the school. Editorials can stress outstanding local
achievements as well as honest appraisals of current events, such as
racial OCidents or the Poor People's Campaign. All students shoUlt1
he encouraged to work for the newspaper which should be easily
available to everyone. (JM)
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The Role Of The Newspaper
In A Disadvantaged School

By Nevus kinder

The folk:rig article Wit serums dories sbs coostrur of 1968 a his School

of Joortaalino at Syraarua Uoivonity tabors sbe aribor had a Noespapor
Food Fellowship of the Wall Street loomed. He machos Eoglisb, joaroalino,

tossolial noun a Roosevelt High School (maims* 5,600) ire sba
Brow, New York. His paper, tile Spars Da," COW: out alas anon a pan

If it still has an office and mosey come from the few remaising middle

enough to publish, die paper in a dip class honor students, especially if jou:-

managed school is one of the few Winn is an boson comae. The staff

remaining inotinitioas which an help wants the paper to be "just as good

bring a sense of unity and pride to the as it ever was," the .equal of any other

students. The adviser, however, faces school, particularly the ones with bet-

conflicting alternatives. He wants to ter reputations. 'These anxious want

improve the scboos image by point- to use big words and review esoteric

ing to sdiool achiev' anent, but he books and movies.

also wants to reflect the total school The advise: its:, to eduoux die

life, which means reporting unpleasant staff as well as remit a mow varied

facts, ma. group of youngstera &robbery toward

The adsninistration, if it is at all language and good journalism 4Io not

like most administrations, wants to put go tomether. Any paper ought to be

on a good appearance. If the principal written simply and deady. Tin staff

writes a laser in the paper, his tone of a paper with an audience below

will be one of optimistic clicheswe reading ride level has to realise diet

must all pull die oars together and its function is to save the school. One

we'll get ashore., show school spirit, of its main jobs is to find out what

join die G.O. He will expect the pa- interests die majority of students and

per to be written in a similar spirit to incorporate these interests in die

Such a sone is guaranteed to bore star- paper.
dents inunediately. They have beard All studenu are encouraged to work

about towing boats uhore before, and for the paper. We run announce-
they know dot the particular journey meats, and time assignments so event-

the/ we on is not ping to come so one who 'Ivry: up, or at least ask so

such an easy completion. see sample of writing. We are not

The newspaper staff itself tends to ovetwhelmad with volunteen, but
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last year several boys submitted excit-
ing poetry, and we ran articles on
them. Oft boy was a black militant,
and die snide explained how he came
to write the poems and why be felt
the way be did.

The staff has to work within the
school's problems, and try, in fact,
to use the school's peoblems to make
the paper meaningful and relevant
In a large and busy building students
do not know the courses of study, the
types of degrees, and the options avail-
able to them. They may not even
know the location of the library. So
the school paper should be a place
to turn to for basic information.

(beams are, a large city school has
several special or expetimental pro.
sauna At my school, fot instance,
there Ate a work study group, an in-
tensive reading dinic, a College Dis-
covery Program, and a division of
the Sate Employment Service. We
ray to r a feature on one
other issue.

be front page should include more
than just news stories about the out-
;tending students aid achohuship win -
nas. Basketball at my school is
enormously popular, act when two
players made third team all-city we
included this on the first page with
action photos of each boy. Another
article was about a girl comper:ng
foparrateen of die Puerto limn Day

Students who distrust school will,
in all logic, distrust the paper which
is merely an extension of the school
administration. To win trust in the
paper, articles should offer an honest
amainl of maditions in the school.
The adviser doesn't want to emphasise
negative conditions, but be wants the
papa to indicate truthfully what is
happening in order to interest and
arouse the students.

Two years agp a racial incident in
loosevelf! Mary mode the front

page of The New York Titan.
Since the school papa didn't come out
,five weeks afterward: we didn't run
this as a news story. Instead the
editor wrote an editorial explaining
wily the fight bad happened. In
such instances there are probably no
set .rules which can be made. Each
adviser will use his own instincts.
Mine are to encourage writing about
things u they come up, whether the
subject is race relations, narcotics,
pregpancy, or cheating.

One Linkage is coming up with
features on the students. In a forth-
coming issue I plan to get the staff
to write an article on youngsters
with Afro-American haircuts because
an explanation will be beneficial and
of interest no everyone. The admini-
strators, teachers, and white students
will understand why Negro students
take pride in their blarirrie%t, and
black students, in nun, will feel they
are being treated with respect.

A remedial class I polled requested
louses, ens ; and astro-
logy. The staff tended to look down
on 'such material, and managed only
to (Immo up with cartoons. We did,
however, begin an imitating photo-
grapher column. At fiat the tendency
of the staff was to intaview their
Mack, mast of Whom belayed to
die school elite. After a little while
they found average and 'troublesome"

. students, too. "ley din:meted that
the average student wps shy and dis-
trustfol and bad to be =vim* that
the was nothing wrong in liming
his picture in the paper. So attitudes
of both sides were changed.

We ay to write editorials that are
not accusatory and criticalhave
school spirit and so on. We stress
outstanding achievements, honest
pniuls of what is hap
the racial incidau, or topical man
like the The Poor People's Cam-
Psiga.

Two of our more smaxasful amides
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were an interview with Bill Cor
and a book review of -Claude Brown's
Afessaild the Promised Lead. This
year we plan to review The Aatobio-
rephy of Malcom X.

A major problem is that distribu-
tion of the paper is based on G.O.
membership. Since students we want
most to reach do not belong to the
G.O., they don't get to see the paper.
We partially solve this problem by
ordering six hundred extra copies and
add five extra papers for each dais.
The cost is small and well worth it.

We also Scotch-tve a of the
papa, page b Pepe, out the of-
fice. lots of students stop to mod
the paper, some ew drop in to
offer criticism.

The adviser to a disadvantaged
school paper will, if he's lucky and
hard-working, =mount his problems
and find special rewards in his job.
He'll be where the action ice-- -urban
education. Hell also find that he can
mean something to &mends of
youngsters who have a year many
need

The Boil of the ?apes in such a
setting is ors * *** eretydsin* g with
so oPeo EvelYthiai is Piz
for the mil 1-4tom the Afro-Amer-
ican haixcut to the latest dance. The
acreptance will be - by the
students, and the goal of
helping to build self-respect and pride
in the school, and a feeling of belong-
ing, will be accomplished.


